Recycling your supplies is easy with HP Planet Partners

INTUITIVE, SIMPLE, SUSTAINABLE – and now MOBILE.

Find out how to recycle at HP Planet Partners¹ updated website:  
[www.hp.com/go/hprecycle](http://www.hp.com/go/hprecycle)

Recycling that works for you and the planet.

It’s never been easier to maximize your sustainability impacts.

From dropping off used cartridges at partner locations, to returning them by mail, recycling in bulk and even through HP pallet pick-up services, our options make your sustainability actions simple and well...sustainable.

MAIL IT BACK

DROP IT OFF

REQUEST A PICKUP
The step-by-step cartridge recycling process is now simpler than ever before.

- Fewer clicks get you where you need to go fast
- User-centered, mobile-friendly design makes recycling possible from nearly anywhere
- Multiple options give you flexibility and opportunities to recycle with ease, even in bulk

**GREEN TIP:**
Recycling multiple cartridges at a time results in less waste and a smaller carbon footprint for returned supplies.

## BEST PRACTICES WHEN RECYCLING HP SUPPLIES

To ensure successful recycling of supplies, please separate ink and toner cartridges when you return them.

We gladly accept:

- **TONER**
  - These items can be returned together:
    - HP Toner
    - Samsung Toner
    - HP/Samsung long life consumables

- **INK**
  - These items can be returned together:
    - HP Ink
    - HP Ink Printheads
    - HP Sprocket Cartridges
    - HP Ink Bottles

At this time, we cannot accept non-HP, remanufactured or refilled cartridges. If you are returning by pallet, all items must be the same. (i.e. All HP Toner, or All Samsung Toner)

## REGISTER YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY

Experience these additional benefits for no additional cost:

- One-click reordering
- Order tracking
- Impact reporting
- Sustainable Certificates for Business
- Share your recycling efforts with friends, colleagues, and customers
- Link accounts across multiple offices or locations in your organization to capture collective impacts

*Program availability varies. For details, see www.hp.com/recycle.